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ABSTRACT
While a central goal of HCI has always been to create and develop
interfaces that are easy to use, a deeper focus has been set more
recently on designing interfaces more ethically. However, the exact
meaning and measurement of ethical design has yet to be estab-
lished both within the CUI community and among HCI researchers
more broadly. In this provocation paper we propose a simplified
methodology to assess interfaces based on five dimensions taken
from prior research on so-called dark patterns. As a result, our
approach offers a numeric score to its users representing the manip-
ulative nature of evaluated interfaces. It is hoped that the approach
- which draws a distinction between persuasion and manipulative
design, and focuses on how the latter functions rather than how
it manifests - will provide a viable way for quantifying instances
of unethical interface design that will prove useful to researchers,
regulators and potentially even users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although ethical interface design has been a concern in HCI for
some time, researchers are only beginning to formulate ways to
understand, define and measure occurrences of unethical interface
design. In terms of attempts to build knowledge around this issue,
most progress can be found in literature on dark patterns, which
began just over a decade ago. In 2010, Brignull introduced the term
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of dark patterns as “tricks used in websites and apps that make you
do things that you didn’t mean to” [3]. Throughout the past decade,
many examples of dark patterns have been identified, generating
a rich taxonomy of specific dark pattern types and dark pattern
strategies [2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 13, 19, 31]. While this is a positive move in
terms of better understanding unethical interface design practises,
the body of work suffers somewhat from a lack of consensus, conti-
nuity, and clear definition about what exactly is being examined
across various different studies. This creates a significant problem
when trying to devise ways to protect users against their potentially
harmful effects, including efforts to help users identify unethical
design practises more easily, and attempts to regulate them.

This lack of consensus and continuity in how concepts are de-
fined also echoes a general problem in human-machine dialogue
(HMD) research, which has been highlighted in a number of recent
reviews of research in the field [4, 5, 28, 29]. The aim of this provo-
cation paper is to draw attention to the potential for learning from
the problems within these bodies of work and to further encourage
efforts to bring clarity to how we define and measure examples of
unethical design in CUIs. As a research community, we might then
be able to establish more effective ways of identifying and measur-
ing unethical design practises in the context of CUI development
before they become as common and problematic as they already in
graphical interface interaction.

2 FUNDAMENTALS: PERSUASION &
MANIPULATION

To a certain degree persuasion is a fundamental feature of design.
Ideally, the aim is to design objects that signify their potential uses
and constraints so people can interact with them as intuitively as
possible. That is, we look to create objects that gently nudge people
toward using them in a certain way. This is a common general
understanding of design in HCI research, and echoes widely known
basic principles for ensuring alignment between a user’s mental
model and a system forwarded by Norman in ’The Design of Every-
day Things’ [22]. Yet, in recent years the notion of persuasive design
has begun to acquire negative connotations, largely due to a rise
in design techniques aimed at governing and exploiting peoples’
decision-making. Thaler and Sunstein provide an example of this
type of design technique when introducing the term of Nudges [17]
to describe interventions that alternate peoples’ decision making
process in a predictable way, allowing design to be used to navigate
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a users’ focus into a predefined direction or goal. However, ap-
proaches of this nature, that take advantage of our cognitive biases,
can be used equally efficiently for benevolent or malevolent ends;
as is evidenced by the growth in research on dark patternsacross
numerous domains.

This raises questions about how we define persuasive design,
and indeed, how we draw distinctions between designs regarded
as persuasive versus manipulative. Nudges have certainly been
used in beneficial ways, including improving peoples’ eating [27],
healthcare [32], fitness [21], sleep [15] and relaxation practices [30].
It would also be inaccurate to assume people are naive to how these
systems work, with the implicit nature of persuasive cognitive ap-
proaches being both part of the appeal and part of the reason they
are effective [18]. However, they also share fundamental similarities
with designs used to encourage users to make potentially harmful
decisions; so-called dark patterns. They disarm a person of their
autonomy, albeit temporarily, by encouraging them to make choices
they might not have made otherwise. Therein lies our ethical obli-
gation and challenges as HCI researchers: to ensure we combat
unethical acts of manipulative interface design, whilst ensuring we
continue to deliver persuasive interface designs that improve the
lives of people who use them. We argue that establishing clear con-
ceptual definitions is the first step toward consistent identification
and measurement of unethical interface design in CUIs.

Based on established psychological definitions, we suggest draw-
ing a distinction between persuasive design and manipulative de-
sign. Here, persuasion is defined as, “an active attempt by one person
to change another person’s attitudes, beliefs, or emotions associated
with some issue, person, concept, or object” [23]. To bring this into
context with HCI research, we suggest a slight adaptation, defining
persuasive design as, ‘an active attempt to influence a person’s be-
haviours, attitudes, beliefs, or emotions associated through interface
design’. On the other hand, manipulation is described in psychology
as, ‘behaviour designed to exploit, control or otherwise influence oth-
ers to one’s own advantage’ [24]; or in the context of HCI, ‘designs
aimed at exploiting, controlling or otherwise influencing users to one’s
own advantage’. Our challenge in bringing clarity to this distinction
lies in developing ways to identify and measure occurrences of
unethical manipulative design, which will aid us in defending the
benefits of using psychological knowledge to improve people’s lives
through technology also.

3 UNDERSTANDING AND MEASURING
UNETHICAL DESIGN: LESSONS FROM
DARK PATTERNS

Research into unethical interface design practises beganwith exami-
nations of e-commerce websites by Brignull [3]. The work identified
twelve specific examples of unethical design aimed at inhibiting
people’s ability to make informed choices. These include, Sneak
into Basket, Hidden Costs, and Price Comparison Prevention, which
all operate on the premise of obscuring information and potentially
misleading users into buying unwanted or unnecessarily expensive
products. Other dark patterns defined by the author include, Forced
Continuity, Privacy Zuckering, and Roach Motel, which are all tactics
aimed at forcing people to sign-up, or stay signed up for accounts
and services they might not require anymore. These examples are

also used by service providers to gain access to private data without
fully informing users why it is being collected, who has access to
it, or even what it might be used for. Since then, researchers have
described and defined a plethora of other examples, with a recent re-
view of the literature from Mathur et al. [20] identifying 62 specific
types of dark patterns. For readability, Table 1 offers a complete
overview. Understanding how these existing dark patterns were
established and how they are used to facilitate unethical design in
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) could allow us to prevent similar
developments in CUIs.

While it may seem like unethical GUI design has been a perennial
problem for HCI researchers, literature on dark patterns shows that
these tactics and the form they take develop and change over time
through conscious efforts made by interface design practitioners.
Grey et al. [9, 11] identified multiple dark patterns as well as design
constraints of practitioners which lead to their creation. In a first
study, the authors analysed an image-based corpus to define five
types of dark patterns that practitioners engage in when develop-
ing manipulative designs [11]. Most of Gray at al.’s dark patterns
include descriptions from prior works. For example, the Obstruc-
tion dark pattern, used to make processes unnecessarily difficult,
incorporates Brignull’s Roach Motel, Price Comparison Prevention,
and Intermediate Currency [3]. In a follow up to this work, Gray et
al. also analysed 4775 user-generated posts of the Reddit sub-forum
r/assholedesign [9]. Analysis resulted in identifying six properties
of “asshole designers”. The work is particularly useful for under-
standing the origins of dark patterns and how they emerge from
constraints under which practitioners work.

While many of the previously described dark patterns are appli-
cable to different domains, research has also found domain specific
examples. For example, Zagal et al. identified seven dark patterns
that related to video gamemechanics [31].While certain patterns ex-
ploit a game’s ecosystem of connected users, such as Social Pyramid
Schemes and Impersonation, others impact game-play experience
like Grinding and Playing by Appointment. Elsewhere, Greenberg
et al. [13] consider dark patterns in conjunction with proxemics
theory [14]. Identifying nine types of dark pattern in total, the
authors discuss interactions with manipulative design in spatial
environments. The Attention Grabber and Disguised Data Collection
dark patterns, for instance, could be used in the design of digital bill-
boards that exploit people’s proximity and personal data to deliver
personalised advertising.

Understanding the creation of dark patterns and analysing their
occurrences helps to close the “cultural lag” [25] where the creation
of ethical guidelines inevitably lags behind the release of novel dark
patterns and even novel technologies. However, recent attempts by
the authors to apply the aforementioned corpus of dark patterns
in the domain of social media highlight a central problem in this
body of work: it is hallmarked by a high degree of overlap between
definitions, inconsistent terminology, and descriptions that operate
on different levels often without explicit acknowledgement. That
is, the difference between specific dark pattern designs and broader
dark pattern strategies is not always recognised. Attempts to apply
taxonomies of dark patterns also shows that while some established
dark patterns types are applicable to other domains, it is also likely
that novel CUI specific dark patterns types and strategies will need
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Brignull
2010 [3]

Conti & Sobiesk
2010 [7]

Zagal et al.
2013 [31]

Greenberg et al.
2014 [13]

Bösch et al.
2016 [2]

Gray et al.
2018 [11]

Gray et al.
2020 [10]

Mathur et al.
2019 [19]

· Trick Questions
· Sneak Into Basket
· Roach Motel
· Privacy Zuckering
· Confirmshaming
· Disguised Ads

· Price Comparison
Prevention

· Misdirection
· Hidden Costs
· Bait and Switch
· Forced Continuity
· Friend Spam

· Coercion
· Distraction
· Forced Work

· Manipulating
Navigation

· Restricting
Functionality

· Trick
· Confusion
· Exploiting Errors
· Interruption
· Obfuscation
· Shock

· Grinding
· Impersonation
· Monetized Rivalries
· Pay to Skip

· Playing by
Appointment

· Pre-Delivered
Content

· Social Pyramid
Schemes

· Attention Grabber
· Bait and Switch

· The Social Network
Of Proxemic Contracts
Or Unintended
Relationships

· Captive Audience
·We Never Forget

· Disguised Data
Collection

· Making Personal
Information Public

· The Milk Factor

· Privacy Zuckering

· Hidden Legalese
Stipulations

· Shadow User Profiles
· Bad Defaults
· Immortal Accounts
· Information Milking
· Forced Registration

· Address Book
Leeching

· Nagging
· Obstruction
· Sneaking
· Interface Interference
· Forced Action

· Automating the User
· Two-Faced
· Controlling
· Entrapping
· Nickling-And-Diming
· Misrepresenting

· Countdown Timers

· Limited-time
Messages

· High-demand
Messages

· Activity Notifications
· Confirmshaming

· Testimonials
of Uncertain
Origins

· Hard to Cancel
· Visual Interference
· Low-stock Messages
· Hidden Subscriptions
· Pressured Selling
· Forced Enrollment

Table 1: This table lists 62 types of dark pattern described in prior research.

to be described and defined. Further, while this is particularly prob-
lematic from a research perspective, we see an even more urgent
need to begin this work so we might also better protect users.

4 WAYS TO COMBAT UNETHICAL
INTERFACE DESIGN

With regards to technology, particularly online interfaces, studies
have shown that the burden to counteract dark patterns often falls
on users [1, 8]. Although regulations, such as the GDPR [6] or the
CCPA [16], aim to protect users in online environments, the previ-
ously mentioned cultural lag [25] means these efforts are struggling
to counter all problematic designs described under the umbrella
of manipulative design. Indeed, one could argue they have led to
the creation of new dark patterns. The design of cookie consent
banners that favour ’accept all’ options over offering users greater
control, shows how design can be used to easily negate efforts
to combat dark patterns, and how current regulatory efforts fail
to address the fundamental nature of manipulative design. This
has lead to designs exploiting cognitive biases not covered by the
GDPR, such as anchoring effects, to steer users into giving consent
that they might not have given were they provided with a neutral
choice [12, 19].

In January 2022, the European Union proposed a new article
13a, as part of the Digital Service Act [26], to address previous con-
cerns. Offering a generalised definition of problematic design that
is closely worded to Mathur et al’s. [20] definition of dark patterns,
article 13a contains an extendable list of specific interface designs
to be regulated. However, we argue that this approach may lead to a
similar problem seen in attempts to apply dark pattern taxonomies
across different interfaces and domains. That is, the taxonomies
quickly become very large, difficult to maintain, and not always
appropriate across interfaces types and use cases. Further, creating
an ever growing list of examples may also deepen this problem
over-complicating crucial efforts to combat unethical design.

5 LEVELLING UP TO UNETHICAL
INTERFACE DESIGN

By categorising specific dark pattern types into five broad charac-
teristics, Mathur et al. [19] offer an alternative and potential useful

Mathur et al. 2019 [19]

Dark Pattern Characteristics

Characteristic Question

Asymmetric Does the user interface design impose unequal
weights or burdens on the available choices
presented to the user in the interface?

Covert Is the effect of the user interface design choice
hidden from the user?

Deceptive Does the user interface design induce false be-
liefs either through affirmative misstatements,
misleading statements, or omissions?

Hides Informa-
tion

Does the user interface obscure or delay the
presentation of necessary information to the
user?

Restrictive Does the user interface restrict the set of
choices available to users?

Table 2: This table lists the introductory questions Mathur et al.
(2019) [19] gave for each dark pattern characteristic.

avenue for combating manipulative designs. This higher level cat-
egorisation is based on the cognitive biases specific designs are
developed to exploit. By relying on more fundamental concepts,
which are much less interchangeable than specific interface layouts,
the approach offers a way to understand manipulative design that
focuses on their impact on users, in a broadly applicable fashion,
whilst remaining agnostic to the interface or domain in question. By
being based on cognitive biases, instead of mere dark pattern defi-
nitions that stem from GUI domains, this model allows enhanced
evaluation outside its original scope, such as CUIs.

In an attempt to advance their model and differentiate between
manipulative and persuasive designs (i.e, between dark patterns
and bright patterns), we developed a technique that allows us to
evaluate individual examples based on characteristics that stem
from the cognitive biases they target. We therefore consider each of
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INTERFACE ATTRIBUTES SCORE RESULT SCALE

[5,3,5,1,1] 3.0

5 manipulative
design

persuasive
design

4

3

2

1

5Asymmetry

Covert 3

5Deception

Information Hiding

Restriction

My Profile

SyncNot now

Find Friends
Upload your personal contacts to
find them here. You can also
sync friends from other social
networks to connect to them.

1

1

Figure 1: This figure demonstrates the derivation of a five-dimensional dark pattern vector, which can further be reduced into a single digit
value, inspired by Mathur et al.’s five dark pattern characteristics and attributes [19]. Although the example is based on a screenshot of a
mobile interface, it could be easily adapted for any conversational user interface.

the five characteristic by asking a specific question to assess impact
on each of these dimensions, as seen in Table 2. By assigning each
a value from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely), we are able to evaluate
persuasive designs across the five dimensions, indicating the degree
to which they might be regarded as persuasive or manipulative.
The benefit of this approach is that we gain an overall score that
can be used to determine the degree to which a specific design is
either persuasive or manipulative, whilst identifying which dimen-
sions of persuasion a manipulative design targets. Depending on
the context and situation in which a design is evaluated, the score
determining the degree of persuasive versus manipulative design
can be adapted by alternating the threshold set to identify what is
acceptable design depending on the score. Figure 1 visualises the
steps of this process. By providing this clearly defined and measur-
able conceptualisation of persuasive and manipulative design, this
model yields a certain duality. On one hand, we might help regu-
lators combat unethical interface design practices in a consistent
and broadly applicable fashion, whilst protecting the benefits of
persuasion. On the other, this approach could allow practitioners
to evaluate their own designs through user studies.

6 CURRENT CAVEATS TO KEEP IN MIND
This provocation paper addresses unethical design in CUIs but dis-
cusses the topic with the means of manipulation and exploitation
of cognitive biases. We understand a distinction between ethical
design and measurement of unethical practices. Yet, we argue that
by learning which unethical practices are at play, we are able to
compare and understand practitioners’ strategies better while pro-
moting more conscious handling of design techniques that, in the
wrong context, may exploit cognitive biases harming the user. The
currently available amount of tools to assess the good or bad in
design is limited while a growing demand to evaluate interfaces eth-
ically can be seen across disciplines. By utilising knowledge about
cognitive biases, and exploitation thereof, we are able to under-
stand malicious interface strategies better and can further classify
them to share new knowledge between research communities. As
a basis for this research, cognitive biases describe basic behaviour

traits, certain strategies and heuristics under which decisions are
formed, shared among all humans. Building on this existing knowl-
edge, we aim to establish a robust measurement that also allows
for comparison of interfaces.

We acknowledge the early stage of this endeavour and are aware
of current limitations. Arguably, a numeric and finite score as a
determiner for how ethical an interface is may be appealing to dif-
ferent cohorts, whether in the context of regulation or user interface
design. As all ordinal scales, however, the proposed approach can
only represent a limited abstraction of manipulative dimensions in
an interface. Moreover, the questionnaire has not yet been verified
and thus it is uncertain how effective it will prove to be in action.
In this early stage, we rely on the five characteristics proposed
by Mathur et al. [19]. By rooting their characteristics in cognitive
bias research, they gain the advantage of being similarly effective
across domains. Still, it is questionable whether these exact five
dimensions are as effective in the context of CUIs when compared
to their origin in GUIs. This could easily be addressed in future
research by investigating the differences and unanimity between
cognitive biases exploited throughout different kinds of interface
modalities. Further studies could then look at the variety of de-
scribed cognitive biases to identify exploitation across domains to
offer alternative sets of questions and target each modality pre-
cisely. For example, where colourisation of certain buttons may
promote some choices over others in GUI contexts, in voice based
CUIs colour of voice, emotional speech, and pitch could be misused
for similar deceptions.

7 CONCLUSION
In this provocation piece, we argue that current attempts to account
for manipulative interface design are curtailed by a lack of clarity
and continuity around how concepts are defined; hampering ef-
forts to measure and combat their use. We also argue that there are
valuable lessons to learn from previous work on GUI dark patterns
that might help us head off these problems in the realm of CUIs.
Indeed, the approach we suggest may prove useful across multiple
domains and interface contexts, and stands to benefit researchers,
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regulators and potentially users also. Further, by aligning the con-
ceptualisation with how manipulative designs function, rather than
how they manifest, we hope to make it much more difficult for
designers to circumnavigate. Manipulative design that targets our
cognitive biases represents a real and pertinent danger to people,
and difficulties faced, even by knowledgeable users and regulators,
highlight an urgent need to develop quantifiable approaches that
can be easily understood by a range of stakeholders involved in the
fight against unethical interface design practices.
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